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In lithography, the “color” of a book or periodical is defined as “the
quantity and quality of ink used in a printing process.” For decades, Col
ors magazine has been a staple of Carroll ^literature department, high
lighting the talented writers that have walked through Carrolls halls.
Though the magazine itself has not always been continuously in print
(there are some conspicuous spaces on the bookshelf in the library where
the magazine is housed representing years in which the magazine, for one
reason or another, wasn’t printed), it is the writing of Carroll’s student
population, both in quantity and quality, that represents the “color” of this
magazine—they’re the ink, the words that fill these pages and the
readers thoughts after they put down the shallow pieces of paper that
contain them.

This magazine represents the end of my stay here at Carroll. I undertook
this project from my predecessors, not entirely knowing the
massive commitment I was shouldering. All the panic attacks, the jokes,
the designs—this magazine in its finished form represents a year of
moments and planning, good and bad.

And every second put into it? Well worth it.
I have to thank my team of co- and assistant editors. Without you, none
of this would have been possible. To my inheritor Marcus Arias, thank
you for your faith and willingness to work at a moment’s notice. To my
assistant editors and heads of the poetry and fiction departments,
Tanner Van Wyck and Jonathan Men—your work and ability to deal with
my particular madness resulted in this finished work. Thank you. To
Sabrina Harding, Sarah LaPierre, and the rest of my editing team: it takes
a village to raise a child, and a horde to create a magazine. Thank you all.
And to every author who contributed to this magazine. You are truly
the reason we do this. I hope that this magazine does your words proud.
Without you, Colors is nothing but the stuff of dreams.

-Zach Rosen
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- LcA&fr’ Q'lA&A'tt*
for Tom Evans
About beginnings, the epic poets offered this advice:
first, start all your stories in the middle;
second, pray to the gods to get you rapidly somewhere else.

In other words, realize that a beginning is a fiction
to be revised, meaning “looked back upon,” that a beginning
becomes the beginning long after it begins.

Dante begins in a dark wood, halfway through life’s journey,
Milton with battle strategies in hell for an already obviously lost
war, Vergil with the cloud-raked towers of Troy already
collapsing around Aeneas’s pious ears. They knew:
a beginning is the unshot film stock of a dream, the tag
end of the first thread of a tapestry that will map everything
that matters, a place to depart from, a thing to leave behind.
It is a story we believe in, not because we think it really occurred,
but because it defines something in us that aches to come forth.
It is the imagined point at which we set down
the fixed foot of the compass that describes
our visible arc without leaving any mark of its own,

for even to begin “Let there be light” makes no sense
unless we are currently in darkness, which is to say
that the way forward is not yet clear. We take
the disorder before us and assume we can recast it
into a beautiful new story, not because we already know
what to say, but because we are determined to learn.
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Imagine Homer beginning to write The Iliad
for the twentieth time or the twenty-first, months
after he began to begin, his pen slowly filling

what before were blank lines on the page, his scribbles
describing the temporary illusion of a path that he created
by traveling it, his writing quill moving the story forward
the way Einstein says that light moves, by opening out of itself.
His way to Troy was like light—-there and not there. It flickered
off and on, seeming to curve away in every direction at once,
and following it was half a matter of simply believing in it
and half of peering at a thing so faint it seemed imaginary.
And then, miraculously, somehow, without his even being sure

that he meant to say them, the new words came: I sing
the wrath of Achilles. And Homer leaned back, astonished,
as though Zeus’s lightning bolt had incinerated the page,

realizing that he had glimpsed it there, not the way
to end his great story of triumph and loss—no, not that,
not that—but the way to see the way, the path to the path
we make by finding it, the inevitable road we pave by walking,
beginning with this footstep: and this footstep: and this.
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I am

gentle star time

wander like a rain storm blows
listen friend deep murmuring wind
warm dance she remembers to breath

leave hurry as summer falls sudden
gold morning dream through sky
light the day fling wave
how sun bless’d the moon
blue yet ever empty
father surrender
let child feel love
throw cold shadow open
vanish green earth
come winter snow
drop song need sleep
one moment lie
hear balmy why
what a year was

begin long march over dark curve
see from these and tell less about you
you shall turn here after presently
me
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Before the last of the snow
merged with the bloated stream,
I built a house inside my head.
It was made with mossy stones
and entwined vines and shutters
that never fit quite right.
At the set of the last stone,
my last love knocked. Hed visit
only when the wind blew.

We’d carefully sip tea
with puckered lips from cups
crudely carved of stone.
Our voices would wither away
the days as we avoided talk
of the blustery weather.

Once the windy days
began to dwindle
so did his visits.
Sometimes I’d take my sheets out
and snap them into roiling waves
so a whirlwind would kick up.

?

Then he’d appear, calming my hand
and leading me back inside
that imaginary home.

When his visits stopped altogether,
flowers bloomed like bruises
from the vines.
Wed never even been
so vulgar as to say
goodbye.

I stand in mountains open mouth, alive and scared
to begin my trek. I load the backpack like
a mule. One step, now two-I accept the dare.
My pack is weighing down my back; time to psych
my brain. The altitude is deficient
in oxygen; my legs begin to cramp. Until this pain,
my pace was efficient.
This mountain continues like endless ramp.

The top I’ve come. The time is finally here. Over the
rocky crest I view, endless
blue valleys-rivers filled by God’s own tears. His
fingers seal the day with tenderness.

The exhaustion sets-in, while campfire dies. This
world brings me peace. Nature never lies.
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My world is as dark as the noonday sun
as narrow as the Valley of Death
and as hidden as Mt. Everest
I am as sad as a first grader who actually gets a pony

birthday
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Evangeline has gone away upon
this late September day. Her
socks no longer on the floor. Her
midnight curls shine no more and
on her pillow rests no head;
no little slumberer sleeps in her bed.
My little girl has gone away,
no tramping feet at break of day.
She sleeps while sad willows cry
and all the grasses lend their sigh.
On garden paths no longer she,
dancing for all the world to see.
My little trooper has gone away,
no longer part of every day,
and in her closet no longer rests
all those things she treasured best:
no fancy scarves or worn-out dolls,
no crayon drawing on her wall.
No longer here, she’s gone away
upon this late September day.

G*£, G<w,
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It happened again. Pat, my older brother, put Tabasco on my
fingers for the third time this week. What’s so bad about finding a little
comfort in a nap with a nice finger-sucking? Mama says I came out with
my middle and ring finger in mouth. It’s not like I can control it, but even
she’s against me now-a-days.
“Fontella, get those filthy fingers out of your mouth,” Mama says,
not even looking at me. She stays focused on the lasagna: noodle, red
sauce, meat, white cheese, noodle, red sauce, meat, and white cheese. I
don’t really like lasagna. Food should only be all mixed up like that when
it is in your belly.
“No,” I say with my fingers in my mouth. Mrs. Waum says bully
ing is when people make fun of other people for who they are - she says
to never put up with bullying. I will not be bullied.
“You are going to be in the 5th grade next year. Do you want to
suck your fingers for the rest of your life? Are you going to go to high
school sucking your fingers? Are you going to get married sucking your
fingers? You’ll have to put the ring in your mouth!”
I stopped listening at the “5th grade” part. I do that a lot. Most of
the time Mama doesn’t notice. I just sit there, pretending I’m listening.
Usually, I think happy thoughts like that boy Peter said in that movie I
use to watch with Pat. You know, the one in Never Never Land. So I try
and think real hard about my birthday parade; daddy would carry me
on his shoulders around the kitchen and I would be the queen. Pat and
Mama would follow real close and we would sing ‘Happy Birthday’ until
everyone was just tired enough to eat the birthday parade cake. It’s a real
good happy thought, but it doesn’t work so well. Usually when I try to fly
away, I end up falling. Sometimes I think I’m just missing the flying dust,
but Cow says it’s pretty hard to get some.
“Fontella? FONTELLA! Are you even listening to me?” Mama
caught me. Her eyes look into mine, like she’s trying to see what’s behind
them. I don’t know why she does this, but she’s been doing it more lately.
I want to tell her I learned in class that behind everyone’s eyes is their
brain. It’s just a bunch of mushy gray stuff. Mrs. Waum says it’s where
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all of our thoughts come from - where we make all of our decisions.
But when I tried to fly out of that tree by flapping my arms real hard
in kindergarten, mama says I didn’t use my brain. So I don’t think
it’s where all my thoughts come from. '
“Fontella, have you brushed your hair today? You look like a
mouse came and made a nest right on top of your head.” I guess this
makes since my hair is brown and pretty fluffy, but who knew mice
lived in nests? Who knew mice lived in trees?
“Sorry, Mama,” I say only lying a little bit. She looks at me
and a smile appears across her round, pale face.
“Mama,” I say with my best ‘I’m your little girl’ face. It’s all in
the eyes - you gotta make your eyes real big.
“Yes, Fontella?”
“Can you call me Missy, please?” I say sort of as a question,
but I demand it. What ten year old is named Fontella? Besides, even
if I was big, it’s not a good name. Fontella might be a good name for
that lunch lady at school; the one that with the big hairy mole and
the hair net that doesn’t keep her slimy, stringy gray hair from fall
ing on my chicken nuggets. Cow says the lunch lady looks like a real
ugly baby elephant. Yeah, she could be named Fontella.
“Golly, Fontella Lee, there you go again with that talk. No,
I will not call you...” she will say the same things she always does.
That it’s a perfectly fine name, that it was my dad’s mama’s name,
and that I should be proud to have it as my name. I don’t listen to
her. I’ve heard this since Cow first gave me my name in 1st grade Missy, that’s my real name. But then my Mom’s voice starts to shake
like she got a pop rock stuck it and she gotta cough it up. “Your fa
ther and I picked out that name together. It’s a perfectly fine name.”
My dad died when I was three and a half years old. I knew him
long enough to remember a birthday march and his light blue eyes.
Sometimes I think I can remember more, but Pat says I just made
it up, that I didn’t know him. Cow always asks if I miss him, but I
don’t, not really. I miss not having a dad, but I don’t miss him. I miss
him like I miss that puppy we never got - the one mom promised
Pat and me. I miss him like I miss Cat talking. I’m sore I never had a
puppy and I’m sore I can’t ever remember what Cat’s voice sounds
CORETTE LIBRARY CARROLL COLLEGE
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like, but you can’t miss someone you didn’t ever know.
“Sorry, Mama,” I apologize again. Mama’s face always gets
more puffy than usual when she talks about him, like her whole
face could just blow up like a balloon and float away. But then she
sighs real deep and doesn’t cry even though her eyes get all red.
“MAAAA,” yells my brother from the front door, “where are
my new Nikes?”
“Patrick, if your head wasn’t connected to your body, I
swear, some days,” Mama says with her hand on her hip and her
eyes glaring through my brother.
“Stop with the antics, have you seen them? I have to go to
open gym right now and I don’t know where my shoes are,” Pat
says, like it’s Mama’s fault he has lost his shoes. Mama says Pat is
usually running around like a chicken with its head cut off. I don’t
really know what she means by that, but I laugh anyway. Pat is
seven years older than me. He was my age when our Dad died. Pat
use to tell me, ‘Don’t grow up Fon, then you’ll never die.’
“No, I have not seen your shoes, but do tell me about what
you did to your sister again. I told you not to do that anymore,”
Mama says this and evens the score: one me, one Pat. I know Mama
and Pat could go on for much longer, so I make a dash for my
room. I leap off the barstool at the kitchen counter, run across the
orange-carpeted kitchen floor, and bound up the stairs. I bound,
bound, bound, but by the second set I can’t breathe and I’m starting
to see those little stars that you get when you get up too fast. From
the top of the stairs, my room is a few steps away, but my legs seem
like someone strapped two bowling balls onto them, and I have to
drag myself to my room. I fall backward onto my bed and stare up
at the popcorn ceiling. Then I hear a small rock hit my window and
I jump up refreshed because I know who it is - Cow.
Since I can remember, Cow and Cat have lived in the house
right next to mine. Cow and me have been friends since we were
born. We have been best friends ever since Michelle Linton’s second
grade birthday party (the one where I wet my sleeping bag, so Cow
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did too so I wouldn’t feel so lonely when everyone else found out).
That night the moon was so big. Mrs. Linton said it was on account
of the earth being closer, but I think the moon just knew that I was
afraid of the dark and that Michelle Linton didn’t use a night-light.
We swore we would be best friends after spitting in both of our
palms and shaking hands. You can’t take back a swear, Cow says,
especially not on a full moon.
Our houses are right across the street from our park. It has a
funny name I can never remember, but that’s ok - we always know
which one we’re talking about when we say “ours.” We go to our
park almost everyday lately, since it is summer and all.
“Would you rather lick a fuzzy rock or kiss Max Smith?”
asked Cow later that afternoon.
“Ummmm.”
“You have to choose.”
“Definitely the rock,” I tell Cow as if it was really a choice. I
would rather die than kiss Max Smith. He’s the shortest boy in our
class and he has something wrong with his stomach. I don’t know
much about it, but I’ve heard that when he was born his insides
were all mixed up and now he has to go to the bathroom a lot. And
sometimes, he doesn’t make it. He’s nice enough, he just smells
funny.

“cat, what
about you?” We

laugh and laugh,
XXt

“Mrs. Waum says bullying is
when people make fun of other
people for who they are - she
rverputup with
I willnot be bullied. ”

up at us trom the
bottom of our
tree. Cat is Cow’s
little brother. The
name his parents
gave him is Will, but Cow named him too. He’s a year younger than
us, but two years below us in school. He doesn’t talk a lot, but that’s
ok cuz when he does, usually everyone listens real close. The
teachers think he’s dumb - that his mushy gray stuff doesn’t mush
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so right - but they are wrong, he’s real smart. Cat usually just nods
or shakes his head when we ask him stuff. Sometimes, he even
laughs a little. No one really knows why he doesn’t talk a whole lot,
but he doesn’t. It’s just that he doesn’t see a whole lot of use in
talking too much.
“You guys
“Cat is my second best friend,
a push pop? My
but boys are like those scabs want
mama just got a whole
that arejUSt tOOjuicy tO COme bunch from the Swan’s
yesterday.,” I
offyet - youjustgotta leave man
asked, knowing there
is no way they would
them alone.”
refuse.
“Are they Flintstone?” asked Cow.
“No, but they’re sherbet rainbow.”
“Hmmm, that’s my second favorite,” says Cow.
“I’ll race you guys to get them!,” I ask since I like to race,
even though I’m not the fastest.
We all three make a dash for my house, which is right across
the street from our tree. Cow and I jump down from our own
branches in the tree. We move real quick like something big is
chasing us. It’s just the three of us, but none of us want to lose. Cat
will win like he always does.
We glide across the grass like those deer from Africa that
Pat and me saw on Animal Planet. We all touch the mailbox as our
finish line. Cat beats us, and Cow and me tie. We all tumble onto
the long grass trying to catch our breath. We huff and puff and just
look up at the summer blue sky with the elephant and spaceship
shaped clouds. We’ve already forgotten about the push pops that are
just a few feet away, and we start to play the cloud game.
“That one looks like Minnie Mouse. And that one looks like
my skunky,” I say, cuz they do.
“What do you see Cat?” He doesn’t respond - he just shrugs
his shoulders and keeps looking at the sky.
“I think that one looks like Joey Michaels, muah,” Cow says

kissing the sky.
“Sick,” I say, cause boys are gross.
Cow has been doing that more lately. Boys. Boys have “come
into her life”, so she says. Not that I have that much against them.
Cat is my second best friend, but boys are like those scabs that
are just too juicy to come off yet - you just gotta leave them alone.
Mama says were too young for boys. It is one thing I really
listen to Mama about cuz I agree. Mama always says, “Boys are just
trouble Fontella Lee, they make little girls grow up too fast.” That’s
why when Kaden Tolman tried to kiss me on a dare last February,
I kicked him right where Mama told me to. He hit the ground so
fast and his eyes went all crossed. He wouldn’t look at me for days. I
showed him.
“Fontella Lee, you get in this house right now and take off
those school clothes and take a shower. What are you thinking
playing in those clothes? Why did you even put those clothes on?
You have been out of school for weeks now. Come inside, now!”
“Yes, Mama. Sorry guys, I gotta go, but I’ll see you guys
later.”
“Bye, Missy.”
“Cassandra Collins! What have I told you? You kids need to
start calling each other by your proper names.”
Mama likes to put me and Cow right a lot. She’s a good
Mama, but some days she is just naggy. I guess it’s normal though
cuz Mrs. Waum can be too. I’ve been noticing lately that most
grown-ups are. There is something about when you get older and
you have to give money to those men in the suits from the bank
while you’re cleaning the kitchen and getting Pat and me to practice
that makes you naggy, I think. I don’t ever want to get naggy.
“Sorry Mrs. Harper, I just forgot I guess.” Cow points her
eyes down and away from Mama’s and helps Cat get up off the
ground. They walk across my long grass to their front doorstep. The
three of us wave see-ya-laters.

I remember some things about him, about dad. I think it’s a
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memory, anyways. Pat says it’s not, that I was too little to remem
ber anything about him, but I think he’s wrong. I remember when
we would play Monsters on the stairs. He would pop his head over
the top of the stairs and I would run away real fast, laughing hard,
trying to get away without him catching me. That and the birthday
march. I don’t remember anything else really, except I, I remember
his eyes and they were blue like mine. Pat doesn’t have blue eyes; his
are brown like Mama’s. I wish my eyes were brown too.

The next day it came in, Cat’s new air soft gun. Some days
we just shoot the pigeons that sit on the low telephone wires, but
not today.
“Ready, aim, fire.” Cow lifts Cat’s new air soft gun into the
air slowly like she’s in one of those war movies on one of those
stations Mama only lets me watch when she is around. She aims at
my lower body and pulls the trigger.
We’re playing targets, and today, I’m the target. Usually I’m
real good at drawing straws, but today, I got the short one. I’ll ride
my red Schwinn up and down the street in front of our houses.
My job is to not get shot, but when I do, it doesn’t hurt too badly.
Whenever I’m the target, I put on lots of Pat’s clothes so that when I
get hit it feels more like a mosquito bite than a bee sting.
“UGAAHH.” Crap, I was hit and this time, Pat’s clothes
didn’t protect me. My not so padded bottom half didn’t protect me
either. I’ve been hit - In. The. Butt.
“Waaaaaaaaahahahah!” I cry, but only a little bit. Mama says
I’m just skin and bones. She won’t even let me wear tank tops to
school cuz she says the teacher will think that I’m starved at home.
She says the bone, the one right below your neck that Pat broke
skiing and he had to wear a big cast for, sticks out way too far for
any normal child. What Mama doesn’t know is that I wear tank tops
to school anyways and Mrs. Waum has never given me any of those
candy bars I know she hides in her desk. So I guess she doesn’t
think I’m that hungry.
“Miss Miss, you ok?” yells Cow as her and Cat run over to
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me. I lay in the street, my bike lying next to me. After I got hit I fell
off it and crumpled over onto the ground. I’m trying to catch my
breath cuz I got the air sucked right out of my lungs when I hit the
pavement, so I just nod my head. Next thing I know, Mama runs
out of the house and is standing over me with that concerned look
on her face again. She’ll probably ask what was going through our
heads when we decided to do this. I’ll have to tell her again that
I didn’t use that mushy gray stuff -1 used my butt this time. But
Mama doesn’t tell off on me, she just says,
“Fontella Lee, are you ok? You took a pretty big fall off your
bike.” Mama thinks I just fell off my bike and that the little rubber
bullet from Cat’s gun didn’t knock me off. I’ll recover soon enough.
I don’t really like to cry. After all, I am a Missy.

Mama says when I was born I had a bone to pick with the
world. She says life can be hard, but I was ready for it. I don’t really
get what she means, but I think she is talking about how I don’t let
Max Hog bully me like the other kids. Walter Hog hasn’t talked to
me since this school year when I said, “Walter Hog, I know those
bruises on your arms are from your Dad. My mom says he’s no
good and that if he would put that bottle down and work that you
would probably have more meat on your bones.” Well, Walter Hog
didn’t really like that, and he puffed up his face like Mama does
when she is mad. I just looked up at him and told him, “At least you
have a daddy, even if he does give you bruises.”
Pat told me that he had a heart attack, that our dad did.
Mama says his heart just ran out of beats - that it had so much
love, it couldn’t stand it anymore. Mama says that sometimes when
people get older and they’ve loved sooo much, they just don’t have
any beats left.
I hold my breath under my covers at night. I started doing
it in third grade, after we felt our heart beats at school. Mine was
beating faster than Cow’s and it got me to thinking that maybe I
would run out too fast, just like dad did. I figured that if I got his
eyes, I probably got his insides too. And considering my heart is
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pretty little, I knew I had to do something to make sure I don’t run
out so fast. So rather than try and love less, I decided that every
night when I say my prayers I would hold my breath for at least ten
big spaced out thumps in my chest. I think if I save ten everyday,
maybe my heart won’t break like his did.
Last night Cow and I had a campout in my backyard - a real
one with microwave s’mores, a tent, sleeping bags and flashlights.
As we crawled into our covers she asked,
“Missy, are you holding your breath?”
“Yesh, Cow, I am.”
“Did you fluff again?”
“Well, no, sometimes I just do it. I do it to save heartbeats,
ya know?” I thought now would be a good time to tell her my se
cret. She would understand and then we could save some together.
“Are you crazy, you can’t save heart beats.”
“Says who?”
“Well I don’t know, but I bet Mr. Science Body would say
you couldn’t.”
Mr. Science Body comes on early Saturday mornings, before
the good cartoons. Mr. Science Body once said that our insides
where our bodies eat our food is five feet tall. How could my insides

“Mama says his heartjust ran out

be five feet tal1

when I’m only
ofbeats - that it had so much love, four feet 6
inches? I
it couldn't stand it anymore. Mama wouldn’t trust
says that sometimes when people him, but that’s
just me.
get older and they've loved sooo
“Well
why
don
’t you
much, theyjust don't have any
go ask him
beats left."
then?”
“I will.” Cow is pretty stubborn. I have been stubborn my
whole life. I refuse to talk first, so we don’t talk for a little bit.
“Missy?” Cow says this like she does when she wants
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something.
“What?” I say hoping she’ll just turn back over so she
doesn’t see the couple of tears rolling down my indented cheek she’ll think I’m a baby.
“Maybe it would be better to just wish for more beats than
to try and save them, that’s all I was gonna say.”

Later that week, the three of us decided we would make
Mama breakfast in bed, since it was her birthday and all.
We had the pancakes on the stove, and I was standing on
the stool flipping them. Cat was cutting the apples and Cow was
warming up the syrup. I don’t know how it happened, exactly, but
all of a sudden there was an on fire napkin. I had been using the
napkin to wipe the pancake batter off the sides of the measuring
cup and somehow it caught the gas flame. The on-fire napkin that
had now hit the carpeted kitchen floor and was starting a fire and
all of a sudden smoke was around us. All I could think was, “Wow,
this actually happens. All those years of Smokey the Bear were
really for something.”
Smokey the Bear always came into our classrooms when we
were younger, but I stopped listening to him too. Last year when he
came with the firemen and they let us walk through a bus that had
real smoke in it. I knew it wasn’t a real fire or anything, so I didn’t
pay much attention then either.
The fire had quickly spread on the carpet. I’m pretty sure
it was faster than any of those deer in Africa. Then, like it was the
most natural thought his mushy gray stuff had ever made up, Cat
yelled:
“Stop, Drop, and Roll!” I didn’t know whether to be more
shocked by the fire or by Cat speaking so clearly. It’s like all this
time when everyone thought he was just dumb and all mixed up in
the head, he had just been paying attention. He had just been listen
ing, that’s all.
Cat quickly moved over to me - He looked like Peter
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floating across the kitchen - and thinking happy thoughts, he
pushed me down on the ground, grabbed my glass of water that
I had sitting on the counter, and threw it on the napkin and the
carpet. He filled my cup back up in the sink a couple of times, and
threw some more water where the fire had been. I looked at Cow
and she had gone much whiter than her normal whiteness, and her
mouth was wide open like an opera singer; all she could do is stand
there, shocked. Her eyes were just staring at Cat, who was
continuing to roll and roll on the floor, even though the fire was
out. And then, I just laughed, and then Cat laughed, and then all
three of us were laughing. Simply ignoring the loud beeping of the
fire alarm.
Anyone who wouldn’t understand our laughing, well they
must not understand the difference between an adventure and an
accident. An accident is what happens when you mess up real bad,
and nothing good comes out of it. Adventure Buddy, the one that
comes on after the Saturday morning cartoons (he is way smarter
than Mr. Science Body) says that adventure can look like lots
of things. An adventure - an adventure is when you experience
something new, like getting a tooth pulled or trying the smelly
food your Great Aunt Hilda makes, and what should’ve killed you,
doesn’t. Adventure makes you be brave even if don’t want to be.
And, Mrs. Waum would say an accidental adventure is the best
kind of lesson you can learn - one you actually experience.
After being cleared by the man who got to ride in the really
fast, flashy, box shaped car, Cat walked up to the Fireman and
Policeman and said,
“Sorry”, but they didn’t quite understand. That one word
that I use too much, was...was, well, important. Cat doesn’t talk a
whole lot, and especially not to strangers. It was like something in
Cat got woke up a little. It was like the smoke filled his lungs, but
then pushed and poked on some mushy gray stuff that was extra
mushy. Ihe smoke must have gone out his big ears and taken that
extra mushy stuff with it.
“Fontella. What were you thinking? That could’ve ended
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much worse than it did,” Mama said to me in her usual tone, with
those eyes that were again trying to see past mine into my brain.
“Mama, I wasn’t,” I chose not to correct Mama, I felt like
this would be a bad time to remind her eof my real name. Instead,
this time I actually listened.
It could have been a lot worse I guess. Maybe it doesn’t
matter how much you love or how many heart beats you save.
Maybe, when you die depends on how many words you say. Maybe
if we didn’t talk so much, like Cat, and instead listened more, we’d
live a whole lot longer. Maybe Cat has got the right idea. Maybe we
should all just listen more.

“ nyone who wouldn’t understand
A
our laughing, well theymust not
understand the difference between
an adventure and an accident. ”

This sonnet is based on a symphony written byHector Berlioz in
1830calledSymphonyFantastique. The fifth movement ofwhich
is called “Dream ofa Witches Sabbath”. Its about a man who
thinks he finds his perfect woman only to find out she’s a witch.

By physical virtue of face and figure,
a spell was wrought this day. Cast with glances
over wine-filled glasses. Medusas lure,
a promise of laughter, love and dances.
Beguiled before he happened to see
the nature of his bride, swayed by desire
he lost his chance;it’s too late now to flee,
now the Witches Sabbaths witching hour.

Communing with dark powers, she conjures
from the dead, geist and ghoul, to rend and tear
a foolish man gone wrong. No further
doubt in his mind, he earned this hellish fare.
When senses trump sense,the witch prevails.
Against her merciless wrath, no ,hope avails.
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What shall I say about this love of mine?
That he was honest, kind and temperate?
Or that our souls, like fingers intertwined
were destined to be extremely fortunate
to be called love, and friend... and enemy.
His dark green eyes sparked with small gold flecks
were creased with small wrinkles; eyes that could see
past the facade of my deceit; eyes that peck

into my soul, like the raven who quoted:
“Never more!” Those eyes were the first things to go.
Green turned to black, mixed with streams of red
as I laid him down into the earth below.

They say absence makes the heart grow fonder,
so that’s why I killed him, your honor.

When I was young my mother said to me
“Be brave my son and never fear the night,”
but in the night I need no bravery,
it is the day that brings this quaking fright.
Mock thunder breaks the air like screaming wounds;
a thousand bodies soil the weeping ground,
and all around me limbs of comrades, strewn
beneath the cries of braying trumpets’ sound.
And ‘hove it all the sun shines joyfully,
triumphant in the horror that it wreaks
and all mere mortals doomed to die like me
as life blood down our throat and arms does leak.
But sun in heaven glares less fierce than here:
a place where light means nothing left to fear.
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I knew better than to ask for things we couldn’t afford

and even at seven had taught myself not to want them—but I wanted
those books with the red rectangles on their spines, Colliers’
huge black volumes that the stranger extracted
from his black case and lined up on our linoleum.
I knew Grandma

thought he had a gun in there, what she always thought
about strangers like this one in shiny black shoes and white
shirt and dark tie, who sat on the flowered yellow

kitchen chair next to our coal stove.
And I knew Dad

would say no, we can’tpayfor them, that Mom would say no,
they’re free at the library, that my smart aleck cousin

would ask, Why don’tyou show us some bighea vy books?
I was wrong, though: Dad looked straight at me.
There’s an old car I could overhaul that would bring the money

ifyou thinkyou could use these.

The room got quiet.
I waited for Uncle Fred to say something like Hell,
ifhe reads all them, he’ll bepurt near smart as me.
But the silence held, a first in that house,
so I just mumbled Yessir, Ispect I could,

as though I had no idea, even at seven,
of what my /e?.s/?meant to everyone present:
another month of beans, less coal for the fire,
my father’s spending his winter evenings with a drop light

in the unheated barn he used for a garage—
the real price of privilege, its great black bulk.

Try---------as I may, there is no
putting----- back the pieces of
an---------- amorous soul that, once
exploding—with love like a
firecracker,—must try going
back------- to a time when the word
“together”-—was innocent
and---------free. I do not wish for back
then,------- for that betrays what I
tell---------- you now. Regret? No. For
me---------- it was, and is still, realnothing’s—stopping us beyond
impossible---circumstances and ever-questioning minds.
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- Pefci, faltcfc

Todd started coughing again and then threw his cigarette to
the ground.
Man, I don’t know what’s cooler: smoking or cool people.
I laughed. It was starting to get chilly.
Todd man, I said. I’m going to get going back home
Oh that’s cool, man. I’m getting going soon too. Man, I’m
sick of this flyfishing. All I want to do is sling shit with this pole. He
finally stopped twirling the stick. Come up another
night man! I’ve been bringing some friends up here. We’ll fucking
party.
Good, Todd. Great meeting you.
Departing! Todd called out and dashed away down the hill,
fly rod and limbs flailing like ribbons.

Curiosity came like a stinging bee the next night and I had
to go back to the hill to see for sure if the light changed color. I left
Teton home that night; he was tired out from a session in the park
earlier that day. It took forty minutes to hike to the hilltop, but the
light turned out to be worth it.
Crepuscular hummingbird blue. Bright blue like the earth
must look from the moon.
I heard Todd’s lolling voice before I could see him. A voice
like a circus seal balancing absurdities on its nose.
Man, I’ve been calling it the light switch for years. It makes
sex better if you think of it that way. Wax on, wax off. Plus, girls
love it too when you call it that. Turns them on. Sex is always better
by an outlet. Edison got so much pussy.
He came into view with a portly short guy. Together they
looked like a cartoon duo.
Base! Todd shouted at the top.
You ever call it that, man? The light switch? He asked me.
No, never the light switch. The little man Asian penis
though. How’s it going?

Good good, man. Just being vampires in the dark on a hill.
This is my buddy Luke. You have to know something about his
nomenclature to get an idea. His names Luke Harrison Holman.
His dad pushed for Luke Skywalker Holman but couldn’t get it
through. He’s a nerd kid.
Well, nice to meet you. I said and shook his hand. What do
you do? I asked him.
College. He said. Psychology major. Almost done.
He’s a college student, man. He’s got college all in his mind.
But that’s value. That’s going to land him a job.
Luke Harrison looked at me and shrugged. So what’s up
with this light you’ve been talking about? He asked Todd. It’s that
one out there I take it?
That’s the one man. I’ve been calling it the Pegasus light.
Why’s that? I asked.
Because it’s changing colors every night. Like a Pegasus. You
know those mythical flying horses?
Yeah, I said. But I
7.7
thought they were always
ClfflOSlty Ccime like 3.
white.
change color all the time.
on the regular, i think it
was related to menstrual
rhythms or something.

stinging bee the next night
and1had tO gO back tO the
hill to see for sure ifthe
7.7,7
7
1 »
hght changed Color.

Seriously, I learned about it in high school.
You’re mixing chamel.eons with myth, Luke said.
I know what a fucking chameleon is, man.
I don’t think you do, Luke said and started to laugh.
What have you guys been up to tonight, I asked them.
We were just bonding with some guys earlier, Todd said.
Bonding?
Yeah man, playing Bond on the Nintendo. Old school
bonding, man, just like I like my girls.
We laughed. I dug in my pockets for cigarettes.
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Want? I asked Todd.
Sure, man. I handed him one. Don’t be looking at me like
that, Luke. I can feel your look. Get off my back, I already have a
mom.
Is Land meeting us up here? Luke said.
He’s supposed to. Where’s he at?
He bitched. Dude, he bitched out. Where is he?
He’s with a bitch. He bitched out.
Smoking’s so bad for you, Luke said.
Really? Todd raised his voice. Really, Luke? You really want
to live forever? You don’t want to pay taxes forever, do you? Todd
turned to me. Luke’s sister’s a feminist, he explained.
Fuck you, Todd, Luke said. Don’t bring up my sister.
I call the spot inside the sandpaper, Todd said. That’s a solid
indicator of how many time’s the lady’s been with the walrus. Your
sister, he turned to Luke, has no sandpaper left. Been rubbed clean
off.
Yeah, like you would know, Luke said.
I would. Todd grinned.
Sand in there sounds like the worst thing ever, I said.
Fucking a, man. I’m so glad I don’t have a vagina. I could
never be on a beach if I did. I bet getting sand in there is the worst
thing.
It makes a pearl, I said.
There’s chicks in India do that for a living. Making twenty
pearls a year. That’s why we got the circumcision. Otherwise we
could get sand stuck in there, too. Todd turned to Luke. Ever
fucked on a beach, Luke? You gotta help her douche that after.
Then we heard a woo-hoo shout and saw someone come
cruising up on a bike. He rode up to us and leapt backwards off his
bike, letting it zip another twenty feet before it fell into a bush. He
had Scottish red hair that pulsed with each beat of the blue light.
Laramie! Todd shouted. How the fuck are you? We thought
you bitched.
You the bitch, Laramie said and gave Todd a hug.
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Skywalker, how you doing? He hugged Luke.
My good friend Laramie, Todd introduced us.
That the light you been talking about? Laramie asked and
pointed to the light in the distance.
Indeed it is, Todd said. That’s the Pegasus light.
Pegasus because it changes color every day?
Todd looked at Luke and me and nodded. My man Laramie
knows what’s going on. How you been, Laramie?
I’ve been pissed off, Laramie said. Whyso? Todd asked.
Maryn my fucking girl roommate has been freaking out and
mad at me.
She’s a bitch, Todd said.
Yeah she fucking is. She’s been gone all day raging.
Where’s she been? Todd asked.
Fuck if I know.
She’s a bitch. She probably got shot.
She’s mad at me about her vacuum. I just got a bunch of
antibacterial soap for the house because that’s the only fucking soap
she uses she’s so picky.
I’m a lava man, Todd said.
Lava’s nice, Laramie said. She only uses one kind of soap
because she’s got bitch hands. She wants me to fucking vacuum the
house, but her vacuum’s shit and doesn’t suck up anything, more
like spitshit out on the carpet shits on it.
Sounds like a Hoover, Todd said.
I don’t know what the fuck it is, some dead brand out of the
eighties. But I’ve got to vacuum this shit before the night’s over and
she gets back from her benders. Can I borrow your vacuum for a
bit tonight? I’ll bike it back fast, can’t let her know I didn’t use her
vacuum or she’ll be real pissed off.
Yeah, man. My vacuum’s a right beast. You going to bike it?
Dude, I’ve carried a sack of potatoes on my bike before.
You got it, man.
Thanks, dude. I’ll bring it right back later tonight. I can’t let
her see me using it. She’ll be mad if she sees I’m not using her
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vacuum.
She sounds like she’s got a vacuum stuck on her ass, Todd
said.
That would actually probably chill her out.
Dirty bitch. What do you think of that light?
It’s bright, Laramie said.
Yeah it is, said Luke.
How’s that new bike working out for you? Todd asked.
Turns out it was a shit deal, dude. It’s falling apart on me.
Laramie walked off and came back with the bike. The suspension’s
not good.
Shitty, man.
Yeah. It’s awkward suspension. I bought it from a fat guy.
But it was riding pretty good. The front brakes don’t work though.
He tested the brakes. Oh yeah they do work! He looked up at us. I
thought they didn’t work.
How was that trip you went on, man?
Oh shit it was weird. Laramie’s face lit up. Visited some
backwards cousins in Mississippi but I had the weirdest experience

“Really Luke? You really want weird, 'foddsaid^8
to live forever? You don 1 want
Fucking right,
topay taxes forever, do you? of my cousins at this
drug store. It’s like one
of seven buildings in the town and we’re chilling outside the place
when this reverend guy comes up to us and he’s like, you guys ball?
And we’re both like what the fuck? So there’s this fundy church
across the street and he says, we’re about to start a game of
basketball and need more people. He says they’ve got food so we go
but when we got there all the donuts were already gone.
Fucker tricked you, Todd said
Yeah, but we get to this community center they have at the
church with a gym in it and we walk into the gym and there’s like
ten donkeys just in there.
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Donkey show? Todd asked.
Fucking right, dude. So we end up playing basketball on
donkeys with these guys for two hours.
You rode donkeys? Todd asked, his mouth agape.
Yeah, dude. Laramie was grinning. The first like twenty
minutes, I couldn’t get my donkey to do shit. He was chilling in one
corner for the first fifteen and I had to just make long shots. I got
that shit figured out, though. By the end, my cousin and I were pro
donkey riders.
That’s fucking awesome, man. Was that way fun?
Yeah, dude. It was so much fun. You can dribble the shit out
of a ball on a donkey. Donkeys are way fun to ride, too.
They’re mangy fuckers, though, Todd said.
No, man. Donkey’s one of the cleanest animals. They have
high regard for their cleanliness.
Alright, Todd said.
I had so much fun I’m getting a donkey soon, Laramie said.
How much does a donkey cost?
Too much. I’m going to have to just lift one and repossess it.
That’s a hanging crime, Todd said. Bold.
Donkey basketball is way fun, though. I want to get it going
here, but I don’t think it’ll have the same support that the Mississippians can give it.
That’s the heartland of America, Todd said. Maple syrup on
apple pie. Laramie! Ask that question you’ve got. Ihe best question.
Yeah, okay. Guys, this is some thought food question here.
Okay, Luke said.
Alright. Would you give up your genitals for the ability to
fly?
What do you mean give up my genitals? Luke asked.
Well, you may not be too privy to the sexual capabilities of
human genitalia, Laramie said, would you give up your dick and all
sexual satisfaction for the rest of your life to be able to fly?
Would I still be able to pee? Luke asked.
Yeah, man. You can still pee. Just no sex.

What would you do? Luke asked.
I’d fly. Todd said. Hands down, I would fly.
Me too, said Laramie.
I don’t think I would fly, I said.
Me either, said Luke.
If I could make the decision at age sixty, said Laramie, past
my sexual prime, I would fly, but that’s a cop-out. You guys know
any pot dealers?
I do, I said, but they’re all out.
Fuck this town, Laramie said. Luke scoffed.
There’s supposed to be a meteor shower coming up soon, I
said. I think two nights from now is supposed to be pretty intense.
They’re saying with no moon we’ll see like three a minute.
I’ve never seen a meteor, said Luke.
You haven’t seen a lot, said Laramie.
I’ve got a telescope I could bring up that night, Luke said.
Good luck focusing your telescope in on a meteor, said
Laramie. It’d be like trying to take a picture of lightning.
Well, we could look at stars and Mars, said Luke.
You don’t even know where Mars is.
Fuck you, said Luke.
But we don’t even know where we are, said Todd.
What are you talking about? Laramie asked.
I m talking about space, man. We have no idea where our
galaxy is. We could be anywhere in the universe.
We can kind of see where we are. In position to other stars
and such, I said.
But we can’t, said Todd. Those stars are millions of light
years away. We have no idea where they are now.
We can calculate where they probably are, said Laramie.
No, man, we can’t. There’s too many variables. In a mil
lion light years there’s so much that can happen to a star. It can
get pulled off course by so many other stars or hit by asteroids or
blown up by aliens.
That’s a pretty good point, said Laramie.
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Yeah, man, were totally clueless to everything.
Do you think there’s aliens out there? I asked.
Maybe that’s what this Pegasus light is, said Todd.
Dude, there’s definitely aliens out there, said Laramie. Think
about how big everything
«Donkey basketbaUig way
is. There has to be other
shit like us out there.
fun, though. I want to get it
I hope I live to see
going here, but I don’t think
us make contact, Luke
said. Todd, that’s why
if11have the same support
you’ve got to stop smoking
cigarettes. You’re going to that the Mississippians can
die early, probably the day give it.
before aliens come and
we’ll be laughing at you for missing out on it.
Fuck you, man.
Luke, Laramie said, is your sister still a dirty feminist?
Fuck you.
That’s putting scorn on your family, Luke, said Laramie.
I said fuck you.
I heard you. I’m still talking about your sister though.
Let’s not deny that feminists can ruin the world, Todd said.
Damn straight, I said.
If feminism spreads, Todd said, there would not be a level
fucking mind on the planet. There’s nothing wrong with being not
level minded, but if everyone’s not level minded, then you have a
problem.
Plus, she’s a full-blown lesbian now, said Laramie.
What? When did that shit happen? Asked Todd.
After you, dude. She ate some pussy and caught the bug.
You should have been better to her.
It wasn’t my fucking fault, man.
Shut the fuck up you guys, said Luke.
We stood in silence for a time, hands in our pockets and
staring at the light.

Who do you guys think would win a fight between a grizzly
bear and a tiger? Todd asked and I laughed.
Todd, Where do you get these crazy ideas? Asked Laramie.
Man, there’s a guy writing these out in my head.
A great composer?
Doubt it. He laughed. But seriously, guys, tigers are fucking
smart and fast, man. I’m thinking the tiger.
Grizzlies are fucking vicious and big, said Laramie.
They assassinate people, said Todd.
What? Said Luke.
When you get killed by a tiger, Todd said, you never even
see it. Fucker sneaks up on you and bites your spine out of the back
of your throat. Dead instantly.
Grizzlies take their time, said Laramie. They do it slow and
let you know they’re doing it. Limb by limb.
I still think the tiger, said Todd.
I’m thinking the bear, I said. Grizzly could take a bunch
of hits from a tiger and keep going. I bet a tiger could only take a
couple of hits from a grizzly and keep going.
Tiger’s don’t get hit though, said Todd.
I don’t know, said Laramie. If I ever get rich enough I’ll put
two of them together and see what happens.
Be sure to film that shit, said Todd.
Oh, for sure. I’m surprised it’s not on the internet already.
It might be, I said. Have you looked for it?
I ve looked for it, said Todd. Nothing even close.
Give it a year or two, said Laramie.
I’m skeptical the tiger would win, said Luke.
Fuck you, Luke, said Todd. You’ve never even seen a tiger.
I’ve seen pictures, said Luke.
Fuck you.
Is skepticism spelled with a k or a c? I asked.
It’s a k, said Laramie.
With a k?
Yes, said Laramie. Not scepticism. But that’s a funny word.
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Dude, I really got to get going, said Laramie. It’s like tenthirty and I’ve still got to vacuum that fucking house or Maryn’s
going to take a shit in my room.
Man, she’ll have a fucking miscarriage in your toilet.
What? Luke asked.
Is it cool if I swing by your place and grab your vacuum?
Laramie asked.
Yeah, man. It’s just in the broom closet in the kitchen. That
beast’ll do your carpet something nice. I hope your carpet’s good
and anchored because that thing’s got some suck on it. She’s been
known to tear carpet right up.
I hope oFurCt|“ ft

“Grizzlies take their time, said

okay. I guess I’ll
Laramie. They do it slow andlet
find out.
you know they’re doing it. Limb
She’ll be
pissed if you tear up by limb.”
your carpet.
That won’t happen. Laramie turned to me. It’s nice meeting
you, dude.
We should be out here in two nights for that meteor shower,
Todd said.
Sounds good to me, said Laramie. Thanks for the vacuum,
dude. I’ll bring it right back, so I guess I’ll be seeing you later to
night.
Yeah, man! Come over and we can bond.
Laramie looked at us, confused. I shrugged. He let out a
woot and took off riding down the hill.
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Soaring above the utmost peak,
gliding as though nothing could take away
the happiness she clutches to her heaat.
Yet, in a single second,
crushed. A person determines
their own contentment in life,
not those around them.
So how can it be that one would let
a solitary sentence
drive her into a downward spin?
Defeat coats her face,
nothing on her mind
but that distinct phrase.
Piercing eyes gloss over,
one can glimpse their reflection
in that emerald gaze,
empty, like a dilapidated house.
The wind whistling through the gaping
fissures, it seems as if nothing
will help to boost her
up from this shadowy despair,
that a moment ago was bliss.
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You are my sunshine,my only sunshine
look at all the pretty ponies darling
Rock a bye my sweet baby.
Her voice still clear as day.
Fold your hands like angel wings, lets pray.
Now I lay me down to sleep...
Memories I’ll always keep.
Mama sing me my lullaby
Rock me in your arms Please hold me tight
Bed time stories by candle light
No monsters under there.
Sweet dreams little bear.
I’ll keep you safe from the dark.
Kiss away the day.
Till you fall asleep, I’ll stay.

Call me when you get there.
Do I make myself clear?
Don’t be late Cinderella
You turn into a pumpkin at midnight.
I’ll leave on a light.
No matter what, you can always call me.
High school nights...
Words I’d never dare to fight.
Mama sing me my lullaby
Never too old to get tucked in right?
Remember when you used to rock me?
You always held me tight.
You read “Saving Sweetness” every night.
Checked for monsters here and there.
Sweet dreams little bear.
You kept me safe from the dark.
Kissed away the day
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Till I fell asleep, you stayed.
You’re not gonna need that up there.
Remember you’re there to learn.
Make sure you get plenty of sleep.
Bow your head before you eat.
Don’t forget your big girl chaps.
Work hard, run hard, pray harder.
Airborne my sweet daughter.
Off to college, say goodbye...
She gave me wings to fly.

Mama I wanna come home.
I cant do this on my own,
I hear her voice on the phone...

Will it help if I sing you a lullaby?
Baby please don’t cry.
I wish I could rock you in my arms
Pretend I’m holding you tight
Read your bible by candle light
It’s too cold for monsters up there.
Sweet dreams little bear.
God will keep you safe from the dark
Angels kiss away the day
Till you fall asleep,I’ll stay.
Mamas always know just what to say.

COLONS
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It is a wonder why she has yet to lean on that doughboy
Pillsbury to get the job done. Then again, I didn’t raise her to use
a crutch, or to take the easy way out. Catherine easily finds her
favorite spatula in the hodge-podge of other kitchen tools in the
drawer by the oven. The drawer I can never seem to find. She is
quick in her movements, knowing exactly how high to heap the
flour in the measuring cup, and is composed in her control over the
mixing bowl and its contents. If only there was a recipe to follow, a
way to make things as simple as measuring out the baking soda in
the palm of her hand. Yet there are no step-by-step instructions for
the mismatched ingredients that have been thrown at her feet for
her to pick up and make something of.
After a lifetime of packing my body into a cockpit I can’t
stand there with her, flour dashed across my shirt, watching as she
skips sifting the dry ingredients together. No, I am resigned to
sitting here at the kitchen table, watching as she lets the dough drop
from the spoon to the cookie sheet below, smelling like arthritis
cream.
I can tell she is pleased her mind was devoted enough to
this simple task today that—just as I taught her—she didn’t work
the pure flour and milk mixture to toughened shame. Lined up like
soldiers in training on a cookie sheet, Catherine places the biscuits
in the oven and wipes her hands on the apron that belonged to her
mother. I wonder if she wears this to keep her from laundry or
because she thinks it makes me happy. It does. She spins the kitch
en timer, marking the time just between 16 and 17 minutes and sets
the ticking thing at the other end of the table where I am placed
every day to watch the events unfold of the family that I have
interrupted.
“Boo!” a faint young sound comes from behind my tired
back.
Ihe little half pint bounds in front of me. Thanks to my
fading ability to hear anything, my granddaughter has found joy in
sneaking up on my spent and broken body. I would reach for her
and pull her in tight but I can’t—or I won’t. The pain in my joints
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would be well worth the cherished moment, yet seeing as I’ve
restrained for years I let the paternal urge pass by like it always
does.
“How was school?” I say, my voice a graveled dirt road. I
think this may be the first thing I have said all day.
“Fine,” she says with a distant smile, waiting for me to say
something about when I was in school or to prod her to answer
questions about the happenings of her day. She adjusts the
shoulder straps of her backpack, laden with books too large for her
stature, expecting me to offer some quip of wisdom that will inspire
her to continue her education like her other grandparents do.
As usual I fail to meet family expectations. I stay where I
am on the outside of things, taking the world in from a bird’s eye
view. All the hours I clocked in the air made it difficult to come
down to the present and be of the world I so enjoyed observing
from the clouds. And now my body, with systems failing, keeps me
at a distance from my family. Even though she would never guess
this, I always look forward to our after school routine. If I were to
leave I know I would miss our clumsy moments the most.
Ihe little one is at eye level with me as I sit in this chair. Her
red ringlets are especially frizzy today, caught into pigtails with two
mismatched rubber
“It is a wonder why she has
bands. There are holes on
both knees of her new
yet to lean on that douyh
black stockings. I am sure
she won’t tell her mother
about whatever mishap
done.
caused this. She looks up,
her hands clasped behind her back. I can almost see her
imagination peering through the ceiling, longing for the fantasy
stories beside her bed. She rocks back and forth, heels to toes, heels
to toes, waiting for something that neither of us can figure out.
From the lack of play dates and time spent dreaming in her room, I
am afraid she enjoys observing the world from a distance as I do.
Her mother rushes in, suddenly flustered now that the
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biscuits are in the oven. She can see that I am still breathing so she
tends to Abby.
“Your ballet class starts in 15 minutes Abby, hurry up and
get changed.”
“Mom pleeeeease don’t make me go.” She looks up into her
mother’s impatient face already on the defensive for the nine-yearold inventive excuses.
“You know I suck at it, the teacher hates me and every one
else is so much better than I am.”
“Abigail, don’t say things like that!”
I look down at my hideous navy blue Velcro shoes - Jesus what a
sight I must be in this get-up - waiting for the day Catherine will
give up trying to raise a daughter that meets the mini-van mothers’
approval. Even as the words
“She looks up, her hands leave Abby’s mouth I can see
clasped behindher back, the fight in her dissipating.
For only having nine years
lean almost see her
in this family, Abby is ex
tremely perceptive and she
imagination peering
can tell that today, just like
through the ceiling,
any other day, is not a day
to cause more roadblocks
longing for the fantasy
for her mother. I know this
stories beside her bed. ”
too, but the roadblocks that
I have put up in Catherine’s life I have no control over. The often
soiled bed in the morning, the process of lifting my crooked legs in
and out of the bathtub, the diapers, the special doctor appointments
every week, the sauerkraut that requires a special trip to the other
side of town to pick up, even the biscuits: I’d like to believe that all
of these tasks which she undertakes with quiet resignation, bring
her some sort of fulfillment and happiness. That she finds joy in
clipping my suspenders to my 501 Levis and warming up the apple
sauce on the stove and baking the biscuits that I taught her how to
make when she was Abigail’s age. But I know, just like everyone
knows who watches from the outside as our unusual family unit
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crumbles from the devotion Catherine has to my needs, that I have
become just another check mark on the list.
Catherine is making a racket in the kitchen as she tosses
the dishes back to their assigned seats in the cupboard. Catherine,
named for her mother’s mother, is from a long line of women who
could say so much with their eyes. Like she did this morning
when she knelt on the hardwood floor to help me velcro my shoes
because I wasn’t doing it fast enough. She looked up at me from
her station at my feet saying, How did I become a nurse? I went to
school to be a high-powered attorney and now I manage an aging
stubborn old man who was a lousy father my whole life, and argue
my case everyday with the husband I no longer know. Her case for
my well-being, for my life, has been weakening in the storm of her
husband’s neglect and her daughter’s withdrawal. Yes, the women
in my life have always said a lot with just a glance from their Irish
eyes.
Abigail stomps up the stairs and I hear the door slam, the
empty family portraits on the wall swing as if laughing at our living
circumstances. I close my tired eyes and imagine the biscuits in the
oven, warming and rising with the temperature, their white forms
expanding on the dull cookie sheet.
I flinch, startled by the sound of a stack of whatchamacallits being thrown into the dishwasher. I look at the timer, making
its way past the 10 minute mark. Catherine rushes to the stairs and
shouts up to her daughter, “Abigail! What is taking you so long?
We can’t be late again!”
She walks over to me, guilty in her eyes again. Her mother
never took this tone with her. Sitting at my side she takes a breath
from her duties and sits on her hands, a habit she developed in high
school. Uncomfortably we wait there together. Under her breath
I hear her say, “I just can’t do anything right.” She is staring at the
ominous pile of bills on the table, the pile she promised Kevin she
would get through today.
I notice a streak of white on her sleeve and I raise my arm
with an unpleasant grunt, attempting to brush the flour from her
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shirt. She would be embarrassed to show up at the dance studio
looking like a ragamuffin. She is surprised by my touch and looks
at me, her Irish eyes blinking back tears that have been held back
for too long. My arm loses its drive and falls to my side. I swallow
the old regret in my throat as I sense her hand around my forearm,
holding me as if grasping for something she can’t have. I wish I
could tell Catherine how much I love her and how much I want
to contribute to this family, rather than be her burden to bear. Or
apologize for never making it to a flute recital. I wish I had the
capacity to tell her I would fend fine locked up in a cream colored,
floral wall papered, dry asylum. That the lurking smell of antisep
tic and remorse wouldn’t bother me, nor would living with all the
other forgotten and incapable parents. But she knows, just as I do,
that we are both jailed by our stubbornness, clinging to lives we no
longer have.
We hear Abby on the stairs, her footfalls are heavy for how
small she is, the death march she walks as she treds to dance class.
Her mother releases my arm and I burry the moment - it is easier
this way. Catherine dashes around the front room, tossing an old
newspaper into the bin by the front door and grabs a pair of mis
matched shoes, then disappears down the hallway.
Abby stands with her hot pink dance bag in hand. She kicks
the bag and lets it bang against her shins. She kicks it again, it takes
the air and then falls landing square on her shins
underneath knobby knees. This tetherball game she is playing
amuses me slightly and makes my joints ache, or is that my heart?
“Abigail,” I surprise myself my saying what is on my mind
and shoot, I can’t turn back now. “I’d bet you are a...” I pause, “a
fine ballerina,” I add quietly.
She shakes her head and kicks the bag again.
“Grandpa, I hate going to dance class. Why won’t Mom let
me quit?”
It is a question I too have asked myself. For every week it is
the same battle. The same routine. They are always behind sched
ule, there is always slamming of doors and yelling up the stairway.
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I don’t know what to say to console my granddaughter. Stubborn
to the core I have never been gracious when I had to do something
I didn’t want to do. So, I say something that any other nine year old
couldn’t comprehend. But I have faith in Abby, and I know that she
will understand.
“Sometimes we do things for the people we love, even when
it hurts us a lot.”
She kicks the bag and nods. I look down at my hands, bent
and misshapen, cracking at the knuckles. I wouldn’t blame her
mother for doing it. But if she were to abandon me to a nursing
home, I can’t help but feel I would be abandoning Abby.
Catherine rushes into the room with a comb between her
teeth and a bottle ofhairspray under her arm. I hate the stuff. It
smells worse than the green beans they would serve us on the air
plane during long flights. Abby looks at the bottle like a prisoner
looks at the prison guard’s baton.
“Turn around Abby, it is going to be a sorta controlled
messy bun today.” Catherine says this with a half-hearted smile,
hoping for a pleasant return from Abby.
“You say that every week Mom. Why can’t I just have my
hair down? I hate how tight you pull my bun. It stretches out my
face.” I don’t know what that feel like, but it can’t feel good and I am
sure by the look on Abby’s face that she is less than thrilled about
her mother’s cosmetology skills.
Catherine begins to bout with the auburn bird’s nest that is
Abby’s hair, attempting to comb it into submission. This is one of
the only moments they get to share together during the day. An op
portunity so many mothers use to reveal in the perfect hair of their
little girls, strategically placing sparkly clips and ribbons. But for
Catherine and Abigail it is always rushed and strained. Abby winc
es as her mother pulls at her wild curls. I would leave the room and
let them share in this mother daughter moment but it isn’t all that
great, it looks painful. Abby standing there for her mother as she
fights each ringlet that springs out of control—a mind of its own. I
couldn’t leave the room anyway, Catherine would have a fit if I tried
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to walk somewhere on my own.
So I sit here, at the kitchen table, the faint sound of the
kitchen timer ticking off the seconds. Ah cripes, now I need to
go to use the bathroom. My bladder has the ability to park for
hours, which worked in my favor when I flew and has been help
ful for Catherine so she doesn’t have to take me to the bathroom
every hour. But, the downside—when I have to go I have to go. I
sit quietly and gaze out the window at the dark gray clouds that are
moving into the neighborhood, trying to will the urge away.

The timer moves past the five as Catherine douses Abby
with hairspray; applying it like a fireman shoots water on a fire.
Desperately trying to put out the hot spots, the frizzy pieces that
just refuse to lay flat. I can smell the biscuits, they must be turning
a golden color now, settling into their rounded imperfect form. It is
a smell that is comforting, the feeling of a favorite t-shirt. Why, why
my body chooses now to need to go use the john. In my youth,
mind over matter meant something, but now I have little control
over how things go.
“We hear Abby on the stairs,
I spent my life at the
her footfalls are hea vyfor
wheel, others lives
entrusted to me to
how small she is, the death
guide them through
march she walks as she treds the air and to a safe
landing. I had full
to dance class.”
control over an
aircraft, I knew what every button on the spread did and just how
many centimeters to move the yolk to steer out of turbulence. Now
I wear diapers that rub me the wrong way no matter what, and I
have a family that could at any moment kick me to the curb. Living
in turbulence has become a way of being for all of us. Abby puts her
arms into the green coat her mother holds out for her, as she puts
her boots on I see a large chunk of hair still sticking out of the bun.
The front door swings open and Kevin walks in bringing the wind
on his heels. His hair is messed up from the storm that is

brewing outside and Catherine freezes in her path, caught off guard
by his sudden appearance. In the past 9 months or so Kevin has
been staying later and later at the office. Putting in overtime and
working on big projects that he talks about in detail over the dinner
table, that is when he is home for dinner. I used to like Kevin a lot,
and I had no trouble giving my only daughter away to stand at his
side. But, ever since he has been moving up in the company and
leaving his wife alone to fend for the family I have grown to hate
the guy.
“Why, well, you are home awfully early,” Catherine says,
stuttering, still frazzled by his arrival.
“Where are you off to?” Kevin, a naturally combative man
answers with a question.
“Abby is late for ballet. We have to hurry. But I will be back
and I will get something started for dinner.”
“I don’t know why you bother taking her any more when
you are always late.” He leaves his coat on, standing in the doorway.
“Well, I don’t know why I bother doing anything. When
everything I try to do just goes to pieces.”
Kevin doesn’t acknowledge her rebuttal. “I’m only home to
grab some files I left behind on the desk, then I am heading back to
the office.”
“Oh.” Catherine fiddles with the keys in her left hand, her
knuckles turning white around the purse in her right.
“What’s wrong?”
“Well since you are here can you take care of dad? I don’t
have time to get him in the car.”
“Like Hell I will!”
“Excuse me?”
“No I will not take care of YOUR father. You wanted him
here. He is your project. I have work to do.”
That did it. I am pissed, thinking about all the ways I could
have kicked his butt when I was younger. He knows I am sitting
right here, where I always am, watching this take place. Watching
him rip apart the family he had always wanted.
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“All you care about is him anymore. It’s always about all the
doctor appointments and the dry skin ointments, how tired you
are and how hard it is because he can be such a cranky old cracker.
You never care about me or my work. You don’t even care that our
daughter hates ballet. You are so focused on the father you always
resented, the guy no one would take care of.” Kevin is red in the
face, he loosens his tie due to the throbbing veins in his neck. He
became angry quick today, pulling out all his favorite hurtful stabs.
“That is not true. You don’t even try anymore to be a part of
this family. You missed...”
“What family?!” Kevin cuts her off and storms from the
room. All the while Abigail is waits by the door. All dressed up to
be shuttled off to her dance class, that chunk of hair still sitting on
her shoulder out of the bun, another thing out of place. She is look
ing down with hate at her pink dance bag, as if the bag were the
reason that her parents fight.
Catherine stares down the hallway where Kevin ran off to.
Embarrassed and seething. She looks up, and closes her eyes. I
never found a use for
“That didit.
a God, praying was

thinking about all the ways
I couldhave kickedhis butt

did- Sometimes I
think Catherine
wishes there was a
higher power for her, someone to give her the strength that we each
drain out of her. Her eyes still closed she speaks soft, in a voice that
makes me want to switch my arthritis cream for Kevin’s toothpaste,
even though I know he isn’t her only problem.
“Dad, I’m sorry but I am going to have to leave you home. I
will be back as soon as possible. Will you be alright?”
My bladder is ready to blow. And she has forgotten about
the biscuits. The family recipe that I always made with her after
being gone from home on long trips. There is only a minute left on
the timer.
“Yes, go on now,” I keep my gaze away from the entry way.
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She is not surprised that I do not offer anything else.
Another opportunity where a father could offer love and support.
Catherine guides Abby out the door. I hear the car door slam and
the sound of the gravel underneath the tires as she roars out of the
driveway. Away
“Sometimes I think Catherine
from the two men
wishes there was a higherpower
in her life who
have hurt her the for her, someone to give her the

Kevin walks

strength that we each drain out of
fagj- ”

through the front
room, taking long
strides, the heels of his dress shoes making loud knocking noises on
the wood floor of the entry way. He walks past me like I am an old
family heirloom that he has seen a hundred times before. The dusty
antique that meant something to someone once, an antique no one
in the family wanted but they felt they had to keep.
The front door slams shut again, shaking the house down
to the foundation. The kitchen timer goes off. The ringing vi
brates around the front room. Bounding off the picture of Abby
as a toddler—before I was in the house—and the wedding picture
in a gold frame, Kevins arms wrapped tightly around my daughter
as she laughs in the June afternoon sunlight. A framed drawing
of a chestnut colored horse running in a vibrant green field that
Abby drew last summer. I think she even got a ribbon for it in the
fair. It bounces off the China cabinet that Catherine’s mother and I
received as a wedding gift, and it keeps ringing. Reminding me of
the fight, of the way Catherine combed Abby s hair like it had done
something wrong, reminding me of my aching legs and my pulsing
bladder.
I compose myself and muster the strength to stand, using
the leverage of the table, my knees knock together as I straighten
my legs. I leave most of the weight in my right palm pressed into
the wood of the table as I take my first step. It goes better than I
thought it would and I take another step, using the other kitchen
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chairs to keep me upright. I am almost to the edge of the table now
and I look to my right down the hallway, the bathroom first door
on the left. I can make it. I think. Even though I haven’t moved
much all day there is blood coursing past my old joints now and I
have the gusto I need to make it in time. But the darn thing is still
ringing and the biscuits will burn for sure.
I reach for the timer and grab it with the nasty claw of my
right hand, but I fumble and it clinks to the ground, under the
table, continuing to ring. There is no way I can reach it now. I take
a couple more steps, my eyes steady on my goal.
I reach linoleum. A new texture under my Velcro sneakers,
which have not taken a courageous step since they were purchased.
My left foot takes another step and I am almost to the hodge-podge
drawer, at least I think it is this drawer, where I am hoping to find
the oven mitts. But oh my right foot slides away from me - I see
white stuff sprinkled like a dusting of snow on the floor - dammit
I am falling toward it. I brace myself, trying to stick my arm out
to catch.. .no time, all my weight crashes onto my right knee and
then my hip. Goddammit! I close my eyes, lying in a heap on the
kitchen floor, covered in the flour I slipped on. The kitchen timer
still ringing, mocking me.
I feel a warm sensation come over my legs and I realize I
wet myself. I cradle my twisted wrist as the smell of urine starts to
mix with the smell of the biscuits now brown in the oven. “Damnit,” I say under my breath, “Damnit,” louder this time. They will
burn now, once perfectly golden brown now lost under the tem
perature of the oven. Another situation I have made worse; laying
helpless, worthless, a bag of bones in the kitchen. I close my eyes
and assess the damage I have done to myself and to this family,
weighing up my injuries and bruises, biting my lip to offset the
pounding hurt over my body. The biscuits will crumble into
charcoaled bits, nothing left to salvage. The kitchen timer continues
to ring, haunting the hope I had for more time.
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It was a frog. Andrew said that it was a bullfrog, and boys
know a lot about lizard things. The sign by the pond with the
pretty rocks that were covered in slimy green moss also said it was
a bullfrog. The slimy rocks were cool; when I stepped on one, my
dirt browned sandals slid right off and I almost fell into the water,
which is mostly green, like the rocks. I like water. It’s cold, unless
its in a plastic cup that’s been on the play table outside all day. Then
it tastes nasty.
The frog liked the water too; it stayed in the shallows, under
a wrinkled lily pad, playing hide and seek with sticks that the boys
were using sticks to tag it. But the frog didn’t have a good hiding
spot; it was so fat, its butt was sticking out from under the ginor
mous leaf. Andrew said that bullfrogs are bigger than other frogs,
that’s what makes them special. If I was the bullfrog, I’d be teeny
tiny, like the baby frogs that live in my creek back home. They are
hard to catch. I liked to wade in the cold creek that Mom said I
couldn’t drink from and grab the frogs in my hands. They would
slip away, every time. Mom said I can’t have a pet frog. She got mad
when I put one in her big flower vase. The flowers were already
dead, so they needed something to make them happy. Mom wasn’t
happy.

“It was a frog. Andrew said that it was a
bullfrog, and boys know a lot about lizard
things. ”
“Ewww! Lookit the frog! Its sooooo gross!” All the other
girls squealed when the frog decided to hide somewhere else. It
swam quickly through the murshy water, doing the froggy paddle.
It was doing it wrong though; it kept forgetting to take a breath
with every stroke, like my lifeguard said you had to. I like the
froggy paddle. You get to be a frog! The frog started swimming
right; I could see two little froggy eyes poking out of the water.
I left the other girls, who were now whining about the boys
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waving their muddy and grass sticks at their clean clothes. Boys
are icky. They tease me when I play with girls. They don’t tease me
when I play with them though. Boys are more fun to play with than
girls. Girls don’t like getting dirty. I like mud. Hazel and I have a
mud factory at home. We take turns getting water from the creek
and making beautiful orange mud. It’s so creamy. The frog was the
color of mud. Not my pretty mud, but an ugly brown mud with
shades of gray. That’s why I knew where the frog was. It was a mov
ing rock in a big puddle of green water. But it was getting away. I
wanted to see the frog again. I ran as fast as I could to the other side
of the pond. My sandals flip flopped behind me with each step. It’s
easier to run on hard concrete than on grass. But grass is better to
fall in. When you fall in grass, your knees or pants turn green and
smell nice. When you fall on concrete, your knee turns red and it
hurts. Sometimes you even bleed. When you bleed, you get a bandaid. I want a band-aid, but I don’t want to bleed. So I ran carefully.
I ran until I was on the other side of the pond. Then I
walked slowly. I didn’t want the frog to see me. The best way to
sneak up on frogs is to go really slowly, then fall on top ofthem. But
I wouldn’t fall on this frog. The frog pulled itself out of the water
and settled in a glob of wet mud the same color as it. I couldn’t see
it. It was like that lizard that turns into a tree branch when it wants
to. But it blinked! The frog’s white eyes glossed over and I could see
it again. I slowly crept forward, off the concrete and towards the
water. If I looked away from the frog, it would turn invisible again.
My foot went squelch. I looked away from the frog and
down. My sandal was slowly sinking, and I could feel the mud
oozing between my toes. It was cold and slimy, and my foot farted
when I tried to pick it up. I like mud, but not in my shoes. It makes
them dirty, and I get in trouble. I looked back at the frog. It had
moved its whole fat body and was watching me. I would have to be
super sneaky now. I slowly dropped to the ground, picking up my
flower skirt so it wouldn’t get dirty. Mom said that I could only get
play clothes dirty, and this skirt wasn’t my play clothes. My play
clothes were my shorts and white shirts that were stained brown

and green. I could wear those at home. Play clothes weren’t for
daycare. That’s what my pretty skirt was for. First my knees were
in the mud, and then my hands. I sank down, almost to my elbow,
but not that close. My fingers and the top of my hand where I had
a stamp were covered in the wet dirt. Because Andrew said that
all mud was was wet dirt. That was good to know when Hazel and
I needed to make mud. We took it from Richard‘s work pile. He
said we could. The mud felt nice. I wish I could be a frog, or maybe
a pig, and roll around in the mud. But sitting in the mud, with the
frog, was fun too. We played the no talking game. I play that game
on bus trips. We lose if anyone talks. We always lose. But I could
beat the frog.
“Elizabeth!” Andrew called my name. I couldn’t answer. If
I answered, the frog would win. I wanted to win. Winning is fun.
“C’mon! We’re going to leave without you.”

“Ilike mud, but not in my shoes. It makes
them dirty, andIget in trouble. Hooked
back at the frog. It hadmovedits whole fat
body and was watching mef
“Don’t leave me!” I jumped out of the mud, and the frog
jumped back into the pond. He was clean now. I was dirty. There
was mud on my knees and hands. The water was too far away, so I
tried to wipe my hands on the lawn. It didn’t work. Someone had
cut the grass, and now my hands had grass leaves all over them. My
hands were portable mud pies. But you can’t eat mud pies. I wiped
my hands on my skirt, covering pink and white flowers with brown
dirt. I could hide my skirt in the laundry when I got home. Then
Mom wouldn’t get mad. To get the mud off my sandals, I drew
circles in the grass, like a horse does when he’s angry. I like horses,
but they’re really big. I don’t like tall places. They scare me.
“Hiya Andrew! What’cha doin’? Did you see the frog? It was
huge! Where’s the counselors?” I said as I walked towards my big
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brother. He was kinda my big brother. He was older than me, but
I was taller. Not much taller. He was a little taller. But he was fatter
than me, so he was bigger.
“Everyone else went up that trail way over there,” Andrew
waved a hand behind him. I saw a trail going into a forest. I like
forests. They are fun to explore. I like driving past Duke Forest.
Daddy said unicorns lived there. “I came back to get you, ‘cause
Mom SAID not to go places without you.” HE started heading up
the trail. “Race you there!”
I was already running up the hill, super duper fast, before
he finished talking. That’s like interrupting, but not quite. Every
one else was almost lost in the forest. I wanted to beat Andrew up
the hill. It wasn’t fair. Mom always made Andrew watch me. I was a
big girl. I would be seven in January. I don’t like my birthday. I get
presents for Christmas, but then people won’t get me presents for
my birthday, because they said I already got presents. Brian’s birth
day was two days before Christmas, and he got lots of presents. But
Mom said I needed to be a big girl and not ask for more presents.
I beat Andrew up
Andrew calledmyname.
“
the hill. It was easy. He said
that I cheated, but I hadn’t.
I couldn't answer. IfI
Richard said that head
answered, the frog would
starts count if you’re little.
Richard always gives me a
win. I wanted to win. ”
super duper head start, but
he always wins. But I won this time. I walked up to my favorite
counselor ever from KinderCare. She was nice. She was really tall
too, with black skin and straight shiny hair. Sometimes she wore
her hair in lots of braids. When I asked her if she could braid my
hair too, she said that it hurts a lot. I don’t like it when Mom braids
my hair. She pulls it. I didn’t want the counselor to pull my hair
too, so I said she didn’t have to braid my hair if she didn’t want to.
“Hi!” I chirped happily. The counselor looked down at me
and smiled. She had a nice smile. It was like the Cheshire cat in
Alice in Wonderland. That movie has pretty colors. But Mom and
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Richard laugh at weird spots, like when Mr. Caterpillar is smoking
from the pretty bottle. But smoking is bad for you. I laugh too, but
I don’t know why.
“Hi ...Lisa? How do you like the Botanical Garden?” she
asked. My name isn’t Lisa. Lisa was the girl who stopped coming to
KinderCare AGES ago, a whole two weeks ago. Lisa got to leave
KinderCare. She was lucky.
“I love it here! Did you see the frog? It was so cool! The boys
were being mean to it. Boys tease everything. The frog was smart
though. Am smart?”
Counselor made a funny face and pulled her hand away.
She wiped it on her pants, leaving a muddy handprint. Whoops.
The counselors don’t like mud. When we get dirty playing in the
sandbox, we have to take our shoes and beat them before we can
put them in the cubbyhole. It’s fun to hit shoes. They make a loud
CLAP, even bigger than if you make it with your hands. Unless you
cup your hands. But that’s a different sound. That’s the sound of an
echo bouncing around a big big room and finally stopping. It’s a
good sound.
“Yes, I’m sure you’re very smart.” The counselor did the
shoo motion with her hand. She does that a lot. “Now go play with
everyone else, and then we’ll go back to KinderCare. Maybe we’ll
come back another time. Does that sound good Eliza?” I’m not
Eliza either. There is no Eliza at KinderCare. But it sounds like my
name, but shorter. My name is long. It is nine letters long. In
kindergarten, I had the longest name in the whole class.
“I’m Elizabeth. Bye bye!” I waved my hand at her and ran
fast to join everyone else. There are lots of kids, and I can’t see.
Everyone is taller than me. Not the little little kids, but they aren’t
here today. So I’m the baby now.
I made myself teeny tiny, like a bug, and squeezed up to the
front of the group. Everyone was looking up at a HUGE tree. It was
so big, it almost touched the sky. It was bigger than my climbing
tree at home. My climbing tree was tall but skinny. You have to be
teeny to climb it, because the branches are pokey and close
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together. It smells good too, like Christmas trees. At the top of my
tree, there is a baby bird nest. Mom said not to touch the babies,
because then mommy bird won’t like them anymore. So I
said that I would take care of the baby, and Mom said no birds in
the house. So I left the baby alone. But I climb the tree a lot so that
I can visit it. I am the only one who could climb the tree. Hazel can
climb it too.

the frog! It was so
cool! The boys were being mean to it Boys
tease everything. The frog was smart though.
Am smart?”
7love it here! Didyou see

This tree here, anyone could climb. It had big fat branches
only a little bit off the ground, and lots of big branches on the top.
The leaves were a dark dark green, and looked like canoes. There is
a tree like this at home, but it wasn’t this big. Hazel and I have boat
races with the leaves. We push them in the creek and they go under
the bridge. The one that comes out first is the winner. My leaf
always gets stuck under the bridge, and I have to poke it out. Or
I go get another leaf. I can only get leaves off the ground, I can’t
climb for them. I could climb this tree though.
Lots of kids were climbing the tree. The guy counselor was
watching them. Kinda. He was looking up, but there weren’t people
that high up. I could go that high up. I quickly walked to the first
branch of the tree. It was so short, it only went to my stomach. The
branch was really round too. I tried to hug it, but my arms were
too short. My fingers barely touched. It was like trying to hug a tree
that’s not a baby anymore, but not an adult either. The bark was
so smooth that it wasn’t there anymore. At home, there is a fallen
log that we took the bark off and gave it a new bark made of mud.
Richard said we can take bark off dead trees, but not live ones. It
hurts trees to steal their bark. But some bark, like soft bark, is good
for paper. But I went to time out for taking it away. So I stopped.
But I wouldn’t get in trouble this time, ‘cause I hadn’t taken away
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the bark.
I picked my feet off the ground and wrapped one up on
the branch. I could sit on the branch now. But I was silly. I was far
away from the trunk of the tree, and I wanted to climb higher. I
carefully scooted my butt on the branch, heading to the center. The
little knobs on the branch scratched my legs and got caught on my
skirt, but it was okay. I scratch my legs all the time on branches and
vines when I’m playing outside. It used to hurt, but not anymore.
Big kids don’t cry. I only cry when Daddy comes to pick up An
drew on Wednesdays from KinderCare and leaves me. I can only
go with Daddy on Fridays. I want to be with Daddy more, but Mom
says I can’t. Daddy says I shouldn’t cry when he leaves, so I try not
to. I cry when he’s gone and can’t see. Little scratches don’t hurt.
I got to the
“Richard said we can take
trunk. It was so big,
I couldn’t see around
bark offdead trees, but not
it. I carefully stood up,
live ones. It hurts trees to steal hugging
the trunk
their bark But some bark, like tightly. I don’t like
soft bark, is goodforpaper.” high places. But I
wasn’t very high. But
falling hurts, so I won’t fall. I reached up up for a new branch, and
found a new place to put my foot. I started to climb, not looking
down. If I looked down, I would get scared. But the tree was so
tall, I wasn’t near the top. And I wanted to climb to the top. In my
tree at home, I could get close to the top. But the top of my tree
only has small baby branches. Only squirrels can climb those. I
want to be a squirrel. I didn’t have to be a squirrel to climb this
tree though.
“Elizabeth!” I looked down at the guy counselor, who was
looking up at me. His face was red. It had been redder yesterday,
but he put sunscreen on his face to make it better. I don’t like sun
screen. It smells nasty. “Come on down, we are going somewhere
else.” He started walking down the hill with the girl counselor,
leaving all the other kids playing on the tree or in the leaves. I

looked down at the ground. It was really far away. The guy
counselor’s head had been close to where my feet were, but he’s
gone now. He was tall too. But I’m little. I don’t like going up high.
In my tree at home, I remembered where to climb up and how to
get down. But I don’t know this tree. It’s not my tree.
“Andrew?” I called down to Andrew. He was always nearby,
‘cause Mom told him to. But he was down the hill now, going away
with the other kids. “Help!” I tried to take a step down to a lower
branch, but my foot couldn’t reach it. I could only go up. But I
didn’t want to go up, I wanted to go down.
“Help!” I called louder. My voice was scratchy, like I was
going to cry. No! No crying.
“Elizabeth?” I looked down. Buckteeth was at the bottom of
the tree, looking at me. Buckteeth was Andrew’s friend. He has big
teeth, like a beaver’s. He was older than me, and he was sometimes
scary. But he is always nice to the little kids. “Are you okay?” He

asked me.
“But I'm little. I don't like
I cant get down!
I started crying now, and I going lip high. In my tree
couldn’t see anything. I
at home, Iremembered
hugged my branch. “Get
where to climb up and
me doowwnn!”
“Okay, give me a
how to get down. But I
minute.” Buckteeth started
don't know this tree.”
climbing the tree. He was a
better climber than me, and got to where I was. “Alright, now put
your left foot here.” He grabbed my foot and pulled it off its branch
and onto a new one.
“No!” I shrieked, crying even more. “The branch is too far! I
can’t reach it!”
“Stop crying!” Buckteeth yelled at me. I stopped. He scared
me. “I won’t let you fall. Or do you want to stay stuck up in the
tree?” I shook my head. “Then do what I tell you.” I nodded my
head. Buckteeth pointed to where to put my hands and feet, and I
listened. I didn’t cry again. I won’t cry again. Finally, my feet
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touched the leafy floor. I didn’t need to hug the tree.
“Thank you.” I whispered. Buckteeth ruffled my hair. I hate
it when people ruffle my hair. It gets frizzy, like when you rub your
hair with a balloon and it crackles. Richard says that its static
eclecricity. I don’t like eclecricity. It shocks me whenever I slide
out of the car. And it makes my hair stand up on end. It looks cool
when other people do it, but not me. It looks dumb.
“No problemo. Race you down the hill! We don’t want to
get separated from everyone!” Buckteeth started running down the
hill, not even saying ready set go. He beat me. Most boys beat me.
But Buckteeth cheated. He had a head start, and he’s older than me.
When we got to the bottom of the hill, all the kids were
around an old fountain. The fountain had lots of broken rocks, and
was covered with soft moss, like the moss that grows on trees or on
the ground. I like that type of moss. It makes good beds for dolls
when you take them outside to play. The water in the fountain was
black and icky. There wasn’t even fresh water sprouting from the
top of the fountain. I saw a real fountain at a hotel. It was
spitting water, and people threw pennies into it for good luck.
But this wasn’t a real fountain, even though it had pennies in the
bottom.
I sat on the edge of the fountain and kicked my feet,
watching everyone. They were looking for the counselors. No one
knew where they had gone. I knew though. They had gone down
the hill and got lost because they hadn’t gotten a map. It’s easy to
get lost in forests ifyou don’t have a map. I don’t get lost in forests.
At home, I know my entire forest. I don’t even have trails. My
trail is my creek. The Botanical Garden has lots of trails, not just
one. That’s why the counselors got lost. Andrew was talking to
Buckteeth. I hopped offthe fountain and tapped his shoulder.
Andrew looked down at me.
“What?” he asked.
“Are we going to go look for the counselors?” I asked back.
I wanted to find them. We couldn’t go back to KinderCare without
them, and today was Friday. Daddy was going to pick me up, and
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we would go to the gas station and he would get me a Dr. Pepper
and M&Ms. Daddy would get himself peanut M&Ms. I like regular
M&Ms more than Daddy’s.
“Yeah we’ll find them. Go away.” Andrew shooed me away
and talked to Buckteeth. I listened to everyone. They were all saying
that they’d go down a different trail to find the counselors. I would
stay here. I could see my frog pond. Maybe I could stay and play
with the frog again.
I started to walk to the pond when I heard a whistle.
There, on a tree branch over a trail, was a pretty birdie. I like birds.
It wasn’t a robin, or a cardinal. I like cardinals. They are North
Carolina’s state bird. The boy ones are prettier than the girl ones.
But this bird was yellow, not red. It couldn’t hide in the trees, like
the frog hid in the mud. I tiptoed up to the bird. I wanted to get
closer, to see if I knew what it was. But this bird was smarter than
the frog. When I got too close, it flew away, further into the woods
and down the trail. I wanted to follow it. Maybe it was trying to tell
me something. Maybe there was a magical unicorn in this forest,
like in the Duke Forest.
“Andrew! I’m going this way!” I called to Andrew, even
though he was still talking to Buckteeth. He waved me away, and I
followed the bird and let the woods swallow me whole.

“He wavedme away, andIfollowed the bird
andlet the woods swallow me whole!
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My dad could’ve been amazing.
He could’ve been that Dad,
you know, the one that is everyone’s
best friend. Where every day
has tickle fights, laughs, board
games, and every night is story time.
He could’ve called me Princess, or
his Little Angel. He could’ve hugged
me and told me how much he loved
his little girl. His only little girl. But
he didn’t. He never did. We never
laughed or tickled. We never said
I love you. I wanted a Dad. He
wanted me gone.
It’s funny to think that all you have to do
is try a new word. Fill it in. You can change
the way someone cares about you. Change
the way you hear their words. I can pretend my dad loves me. Just
fill them in. Just try.
It makes you feel better
when all you want to do is cry.

You stupid_______ girl I can’t believe
Complementary adjective

how pathetic_______ you are!
Lovely adjective
I am so disgusted_______ with how
Pleasing adjective
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much like your mother_______ you’ve
Impressed adjective
become. You are worthless_______ !
Wonderful Adjective
I can’t wait until you fucking_______
Beloved parent adverb
leave________ the house-__________ !
Caring verb
my home

I hate_______ you.
Love

Yea dad, me too.

6?

They put me on sale today. They put me on sale, and I don’t
even think I care. Anywhere would be better than here, this endless
routine of eat, race, eat, kennel. The food is bad—generic slop dished
out twice a day into metal bowls that clank against the cement floor
of the kennels. The racing is stupid—too much work for no reward.
If it was a squirrel instead of a plastic bag, I might be tempted, but
this is plain pointless. The kennel is the worst part. The kennel is
small; there is no escape from the dark men. It was from one of them
that Ifound out I was on sale. He came into the kennel with one of
his friends, I don’t know which one—all the dark men are the same:
dark, greasy, and big. They were laughing about something and car
rying those smoking sticks humans seem to love so much, when they
stopped outside my kennel. “That one,” the skinny one said. “They
want money for that useless mutt?” asked the other. “Guess so,” said
the first, blowing a mouthful of smoke into my kennel. “At least we
won’t have to clean up his shit anymore.” He punctured his words
with a kick to the chain link of my kennel. The rattling sparked cries
from the other dogs. The men laughed and continued on their way. It
took a while for my heart to slow down—it always speeds up in an
ticipation when the men are around—but eventually I calmed down
enough to lie down for the night. I still can’t decide which is the lesser
of two evils: the hell I was born into, or the unknown.

For as long as I can remember, there have been animals in
my house. Growing up, our house was a zoo. I can’t imagine not
having a pet in the house; they were just always there, a staple. My
brother and I always helped take care of the pets from a young age.
Doing so was never hard and it taught us responsibility. Murray,
however, was a whole new lesson in responsibility my family almost
could not handle.
Previous to Murray, my parents had adopted two other
greyhounds from the rescue organization Greyhound Friends for
Life (GFFL): Kane, a black greyhound with white points, and Kurn,
a fawn colored, happy-idiot. In 2004, Kane suddenly died of bloat.

For those who don’t know, greyhounds are especially susceptible to
bloat, which is caused by any number of things such as eating dry
food or gulping food too fast. The dog’s stomach twists, and he will
be dead in an hour. I remember the night perfectly because it was
the first time I had ever seen my mom cry. She told me Kane had
died and I gave her a hug, not knowing what else to do. She had just
lost a child, basically. When *-^-7
,
i , i

Kurn had to be put do™ in

the summer of 2007, my
parents swore off dogs.
After losing two dogs they

Theyput me on sale today.
Theyputme on sale, andI
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were so close to, they just weren’t ready to get any more.
Finally, three years later, my mom started looking into
adopting another greyhound from GFFL. After Kane and Kurn, my
parents had fallen in love with greyhounds. Nicknamed “The fortymile-an-hour couch potato,” greyhounds, as a breed are mellow,
sweet, and lazy (aside from short bursts of sprinting), in addition
to hardly ever shedding. So naturally, when my parents decided to
adopt Murray, they assumed they would be getting another goodnatured and friendly dog.
Murray’s history is a bit of a mystery. He was found listed
for sale on Craigslist, and was bought and rescued by GFFL. They
knew nothing about his past other than he had been training for
lure coursing, but failed the training. After many visits to the vet,
they found that Murray has fluid around his heart, for which he
must take medication. He also has a thyroid condition, which also
requires medication. But my parents were willing to cope with his
medical problems. Murray, then a two-year-old, is a black dog with
white toes, and though Mom was not keen on getting another dog
who so closely resembled her former baby, Kane, she was willing to
forgive him his coloring. The hardest thing to accept about Murray
was his personality. Murray did not trust people, especially men. By
the time he was brought to our house, he had been in four different
homes in six months. Barbara, who handled the adoption, told us
he was shy, but we were soon to find out that “shy” was an under-
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statement.
Murray was brought to our house on a Sunday. I had to
work that day, but I was so excited to get a new dog that I drove
home on my break to meet him. What I met was a dog who liter
ally shook with fear at my coming toward him. He did not sniff my
hand or wag his tail. Never before had I seen a dog so tense and
scared at being petted. Off a leash, anytime any of us tried to go
near him, he ran.
My mom had been so excited to get a new dog that before
Murray came home, she had gone out and bought him new toys
and a new bed. Not only was he too scared to play with the toys,
but as it turns out, Murray spent his first night outside. Not because
he had too (in our house, dogs sleep inside on comfy beds), but
because once we let him into the backyard off a leash, he refused to
come back in. We tried everything to get him to come inside: lur
ing him with treats, herding him to the door, even leaving the door
open and waiting for him to come in on his own. Eventually it was
so late that we had to give up and shut the door, and go to sleep.
Thankfully, it was typical June weather for Sacramento, California,
and we didn’t have to worry about Murray freezing to death.
The second night we were finally able to herd him inside.
We showed him to his bed in the family room and went to sleep.
However, we soon learned letting Murray roam the house was a
bad idea. After finding our family room in shambles in the

“Iremember the night
&

perfectly because it was the
first time Ihad ever seen my
'
mom Cry

mommg, the next
night we set up a
portable exercise

pen in th^ ^ving

room with his bed,
toys and water, and
put him inside the pen for the night. I was woken up a few hours
later by the sound of loud scratches along the carpeting. I waited it
out, but then heard Murray’s tags jingling in the hall. I got up and
found that he had dragged the X-pen to the wall, lifted it up, and
escaped. I caught him by the collar and sat with him for a bit, trying
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to get him to calm down. He was panting so hard, I thought his
heart was going to give out. My mom had also been woken up, and
put him on a leash and took him outside to pee while I cleaned up
the living room. We kept him on a leash, and Mom spent a sleepless
night on the couch next to his bed holding his leash, listening to his
panting that could be heard down the hall.
The next morning, Mom was on the phone with Barbara,
ready to give Murray back. Barbara, however, wasn’t ready to give
up. Having known from previous foster homes that Murray was
friendly to other dogs, she suggested getting another dog. My
parents had been planning on getting a second dog, they just didn’t
want to get one right away. Murray needed a companion, though.
Barbara promised to search for another greyhound up for adoption,
and in the mean time, she organized “play dates” for Murray with
other greyhounds in our area. That was Wednesday.
It was another sleepless night on the couch for Mom trying
to calm Murray and get him used to her. Thursday was Murray’s
first play date, and for the first time since I met him, he looked
happy. He and George sprinted in circles around our yard, chasing
each other. He was depressed and scared again as soon as he was
alone though, and he ended up spending another night outside
since we couldn’t herd him to the door. Friday brought another play
date and another round of trying to herd Murray inside.
By Saturday, we had adopted another greyhound.
Dillon was nine months old when we got him and the exact
opposite of Murray’s depressed and hyper-terrified personality.
Things with Murray got better once he had another dog around
him, but he still ran away from us, and refused to come inside once
turned loose in the backyard. In an effort to keep Murray in our
house and avoid having to re-place him, GFFL paid for a behavior
specialist to work with my parents and Murray.
He was never allowed off a leash. He was turned loose in the
backyard on a 30 foot leash so we could catch him and bring him
inside. Inside, he was kept on a six-foot leash, and had to spend
time on a tie-down. A tie-down, different from a tie-out, is when

the dog is kept on a short leash attached to an immovable object.
The objective was to get him used to being around us. It took a long
time, and a lot of patience, but eventually Murray began to accept
us.
As I said before, Murray’s history is not fully known, how
ever, we suspect that he was abused at some point, by a man. And
since he was born in the racing kennel GFFL bought him from, we
think that is where the abuse occurred. Every foster home he
in reported that
“Nicknamed “The forty-mile- was
he was much quicker
to accept women, but
an-hour couch potato, ”
would automatically
greyhounds, as a breed are
run from men. Even
now, two years later,
mellow, sweet, andlazy
will occasionally
(aside from short bursts he
run from my brother
and not come when
ofsprinting)”
my dad calls him. The dogs are let in from the yard through a sidedoor on our attached garage. The passage through the garage from
the yard door to the house is narrow, so when the dogs come in,
they must walk right by whomever opens the door. If that person is
my dad or brother, often Murray will refuse to pass, and stay out
side, watching with puppy-dog eyes as Dillon races into the house.
It is happening less and less as Murray gets used to them, but it is
still sad to see.
It was Murray’s inability to trust people that made him so
hard to deal with, and caused so many homes to give up on him.
Even Mom was ready to give him back. But Murray cannot be
faulted for his past. We, as a family, have worked with him over the
years, and he has become a different dog. Now, he is allowed offleash in the house and backyard, will take treats from our hands,
will come when he is called, and greet strangers. By sticking with
him, we have taught Murray how to trust people again.
Too many people do not realize the responsibility they take
on when they get a pet. And if that pet isn’t exactly what they
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expected, as it is more often than not, they get rid of the pet. That
dog, or cat, ends up at the pound, and if no one wants him within
the allotted time, that pet ends up in a plastic bag in the landfill.
Through no fault of his own, that could have been Murray. Instead,
he is healthy and happy. Everyone who saw him during those first
few rough months, and has seen him since, remarks on how much
he has changed.
I have never met a dog sweeter than Murray; we call him
our Southern Gentleman. He is neurotic about walking on the left
side of the street, and he prefers to be on the sidewalk. He doesn’t
lick or slobber on me, patiently takes a treat without biting our
fingers, and chews his stuffed toys like corn on the cob. Sometimes
I find him using them as pillows. He is still shy around new people,
especially men, but he does not run from them. Working with Mur
ray has shown me the true meaning of perseverance and love. By
sticking with him, I have gotten to see him grow from a trembling,
terrified mouse, into a tail-wagging, playful dog.
They haven’t replaced me. It’s been longer than I can recall,
but I’m still here and so is Dillon. The humans haven’t hurt us either.
We get treats and walks and sweaters when it is cold outside. Here, a
car ride doesn’t mean I’m never coming back, and we get to go on lots
of those. The men still make me nervous at times with their hulking
presence, but they haven’t hurt me yet. Somehow, I don’t think they
will. Dillon thinks I’m paranoid. I’m just cautious and experienced.
Dillon is just a pup; he
Ihave
see him
doesn’t know how awful
grow
a
humans can be. He says
these humans are okay.
a
Ifind myself hoping he is
tafi-wagging, playful dog.
right. I like these humans,
even the hulking men at times. They’ve had us for a long time and
haven’t abandoned us yet.
I think I’ve found home.

“

gotten to
from trembling,
terrifiedmouse, into
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I hold back the magnetic pull
in my fingers that ach to tug

the sleeves of your shirt like I was five
again, longing for a father s attention.

The words fill my mouth like river
rocks, cold and heavy. I clamp
my lips together but out they waterfall:

“Are you thinking of her?”
If I was given a penny for each time
that question filled the tired angles
of your ears, I’d be richer than most.
I wish I could divide the parts
of pennies; break them into tiny
pieces:

the stamp,
the worn hands
they passed through,
the first home
of the copper,
the things
they bought...

Then maybe I’d have an equation
that would finally give me the answer
of why she left.
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In the most renowned of songs
I desire, the one for my love
I know not the chest thine hearts beats in
Your tender beauty, nor the curves of your frame
colorless is the shade of your eyes
unknown is the touch of your lips
but
my substance of things hoped for
outweigh what my eyes need
what I do know is this
You, You my Lily
who among the thorns
stand so pure, warmly watered
nurtured, held and prepared
grew to possess, the fruit of her hands
Your works have praised you in the gates
and you gird yourself with strength
Your deeds of love, have declared your nature
How, you excel them all my darling
O, just how
So with long suffering
wherever she may be
I await for thee
My Lily
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I roll my window down as we zoom west on highway 94
out of Minneapolis; the light of the sun streaming through coupled
with the heat of the breeze warms my bare arms. I risk tearing my
gaze from the nearly empty road in front of me to catch a glimpse
of my sisters platinum-blonde hair whipping around her face. Her
head bobs to the sound of one of our favorite bands, Angels and
Airwaves, blaring from my jeep’s speakers. The anticipation of the
weekend ahead of us bounces through the car like an electric
current. As buildings seem to vanish completely—wide fields of
corn and soybeans taking their place—we both know we’ll be arriv
ing shortly.
Finally, after an hour and a half driving west, a sign hang
ing over the highway indicates only one more mile to the Freeport
exit. We pass the welcoming smiley face painted on the side of the
ancient Freeport water tower. For the next twenty minutes we fly
by miniscule lakes that foreshadow our final destination: Big Birch
Lake, my “home away from home” and my sanctuary.
In 1960 my mother’s parents, Mary and John Weitzel, pur
chased a two-story, three-bedroom, two-bathroom cabin resting on
a point on the western shore of Big Birch Lake. The point is lined
in oak and willow trees on the southern side, but is covered in soft
sand to the north: the location of many sandcastles and attempts to
dig to China. A stretch of grass grows behind the beach and to the
right the building is hidden in the trees on the point.
In front of us, the pale-brown cabin stands as proud as it does every
summer. The sun, now almost directly above us, pierces through
the trees onto the deck. The sight is enough to remind me why I go
back: the birthday parties and baptisms that were held on this very
deck; evenings spent eating ribs and corn on the cob, inevitably
coating myself in tangy, sticky barbeque sauce; and the satisfaction
that comes from spending time with family and watching my
cousins grow. It reminds me of everything a summer day should be.
I am a firm believer in the necessity of a sanctuary—some
where we as human beings know we can go to without being
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judged, a place to relax away from the rest of the world and be
ourselves. As I take a deep breath through my open window, I can
smell the cabin. It smells like fishy lake water, sun-warmed wood,
poison ivy, and mosquitoes. Though some may consider me insane
for searching out a mosquito-infested lake, this place—this cabin
that holds so many memories from 4th of Julys to blackouts from
summer storms—is my sanctuary. It is where I go to forget the cares
of the cities, and to take care of my soul in an environment that is
quite literally a piece of who I am.
Hurrying out of my jeep, my sister and I dash towards the
beach. Most of the family is there. Grandpa John and Grandma
Mary sit in their designated patio chairs in the cool shade under
the umbrella. Upon seeing that we arrived, my grandma leaps up
embracing us both in a welcoming hug, telling us how thrilled she
is to have us there.
Looking around, I see that everyone is huddled around
the patio or in the lake. My aunts Mary, Maggie, and Jill all sit on
flower-print folding chairs in the shade next to a playpen. The
youngest of the cousins, Aaron, Maddie, and Kathryn, all stand
on wobbly legs, trapped in the playpen, holding tightly to plasticwrapped edge. My uncle Michael wades in the shallows of the lake,
the water reaching no higher than the middle of his calves. Not far,
his and Maggie s sons Connor and Owen dash around with nets
trying to imprison the silvery minnows that nibble at their toes. I
see my moms brother Tom bouncing on the water trampoline with
his son Jamie and daughter Mayah. They both squeal in delight as
they bounce higher and
ofthe
higher. Farther down the
r
weekend
ahead
ofus
lengthy beach, my moms
other brother Paul is
bounces through the car
preparing the Jet Ski. His
an electric current. ”
and Jills son David and
their daughters Elizabeth
and Lily eagerly wait for their turn to go for a ride.
I watch each of my cousins perform the same tasks and
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activities I did when I was their age and feel a kind of warmth and
attachment. This attachment reminds me how lucky I am to be
spending time with my mother s side of the family.
The afternoon is spent the same way it is every summer:
attempting to sunbathe until Lily and Elizabeth tackle us, splashing
us with cool lake water and begging us to jump on the trampoline
with them. I fish with Connor and Michael off the carpeted dock
extending out next to the boatlift. We catch sunfish and rock bass
no bigger than the palm of my hand until my grandma yells from
the kitchen, “Dinners ready!” A stampede of sandy feet hurries
towards the kitchen.
Burgers
“Iam a firm believer in straight off the grill, potato
Sanctuaries” salad, fruit salad, baked beans
and orange fluff (a sweet mix
ture of tapioca, cool whip, orange pudding and mandarin oranges)
cover the counter in the small kitchen of the main cabin. I travel
through the buffet several times, helping my aunts load up plates
for all the kids, finally passing through one last time to prepare my
own. As we eat outside on the deck perched on the rough wood,
carefully avoiding splinters, we watch the sun begin to sink down
over the lake as the day comes to a close. Already, the younger
cousins are yawning despite denying their exhaustion.
When the meal is complete, I softly tiptoe through the
kitchen and out onto the deck. Stepping down, I stroll through
the grass between the deck and the dock enjoying the cool blades
beneath my feet and at the same time, slapping at the mosquitoes,
which choose to feed on every inch of skin on my legs and arms.
The boards creak as I step out over the water and sit with my legs
crossed on the end of the dock. Still smelling of the fish caught
earlier, the carpet covering the dock chafes my skin. My eyes scan
the expanse of the lake; I absorb the blood-red reflection of the sun
on the water and the splash of the waves colliding into the supports
of the dock. Frozen in that position until the sun is gone, and the
moon and stars take its place, I reflect on what really keeps me
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coming back. I know its more than just my family and the opportu
nity to watch my cousins grow, and it’s more than just the memories
I want to cherish. It’s my grandmas face as Sarah and I arrive, the
laughter of my cousins, and the days spent fishing on the dock or
the boat with my grandpa and uncles. It’s the perfect combination
of stability, and sentiment. That is why I continue to return. I’m not
someone who is fond of change, and going back to the cabin and
seeing everything from my childhood untouched by time leaves me
content. The cabin allows me to slow down and cope. After spend
ing a weekend here, where time seems to stop, I feel ready to face
the rest of the changing world.
The next day is Sunday and everyone prepares to leave.
Traveling back the other direction, we pass the smiley face-clad
water tower in Freeport just before hitting the highway. This time,
the smile doesn’t seem quite so big and the face doesn’t seem quite
so happy. But as we accelerate off the entrance ramp onto 1-94,1
glance back in my rearview mirror at the water tower and suspect
that it won’t be long before the stress and changes of reality get to
be too much and I return to the nearly timeless cabin on Big Birch
Lake.

A bird glides by the lindens.
The last bus stutters off empty
toward the deepening hills.
The quiet returns, darkens.

Cradling an open book,
he slumps in his lawn chair,
watching another day leaving.
She stands at the sink, drying
dishes, listening to her
dead mother. Night turns
the page without a rustle.
The day’s voices, loosened from
their words, float away now
as the moon raises its ivory anthem
far from the stilled houses.
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